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Dear Mr Miles

~
The Scottish
Government

NOTICE BY THE SCOTTISH MINISTERS UNDER SECTION 37(17) OF THE LAND
REFORM (SCOTLAND) ACT 2003: DECISION ON THE APPLICATION BY SOUTH
COWAL COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COMPANY TO REGISTER AN INTEREST IN
LAND THAT INCLUDES CASTLE TOWARD MANSION HOUSE, 2 COTTAGES, A
GATE LODGE COMPLEX, PRIVATE WATER SUPPLY AND ASSOCIATED 142.7
ACRES OF WOODLAND AND PARKLAND, CASTLE TOWARD, DUNOON, ARGYLL
AND BUTE

Case Number: CB00128

Notice under section 37(17) of the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 ("the Act" is
enclosed.

The Scottish Ministers have considered the application by South Cowal Community
Development Company to register an interest in land that includes Castle Toward
Mansion House, 2 cottages, a gate lodge complex, private water supply and associated
142.7 acres of woodland and parkland, Castle Toward, Dunoon, Argyllshire. The
Ministers have decided that the interest should not be entered in the Register of
Community Interests in Land.

The enclosed Notice sets out the reasons for the Scottish Ministers' decision. Your
attention is drawn to the notes contained in the Notice which provide information about
the effect of registration and on rights of appeal against the decision by Scottish
Ministers.
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In accordance with section 37(17) of the Act, a copy of this letter is being to the
landowners, Argyll and Bute Council, Kilmory, Lochgilphead, Argyll PA31 8RT, and to the
Keeper of the Register of Community Interests in Land.

Yours sincerely

\./1~J(~

Heather Holmes
On behalf of Scottish Ministers
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Notice by the Scottish Ministers under section 37(17) of the
Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003

The Scottish Ministers have considered the application by South Cowal
Community Development Company (SCCDC) to register a community interest
in land which includes Castle Toward Mansion House, 2 cottages, a gate
lodge complex, private water supply and associated 142.7 acres of woodland
and parkland, Castle Toward, Dunoon, Argyll and Sute, in terms of Part 2 of
the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 ("the Act"). They have decided that the
interest should not be entered in the Register of Community Interests in Land
for the following reasons:

Section 39(3)(a) of the Act requires Ministers to be satisfied that there were
good reasons why the application was not submitted timeously. 0.8 of Part
S of the application form asks for reasons why the application is not timeous
and why the "Late Application" procedures in section 39 of the Act should
apply. From the information provided, it is our view that the information
provided shows that:

• SCCDC's application indicates that while steps were being taken by
South Cowal Community Council to explore the future of the Castle
Toward Estate, and the operation of Actual Reality at the site, and a
possible community buyout of the Estate from January 2010, SCCDC
suggests that its application was late as the community was misled by
the Council which had indicated its support of a community acquisition.
In its response of 10 February 2011 to SCCDC's application, the
Council has denied having given such support. In its letter of 4 July,
Ministers sought further clarification from SCCDC as regards what
assurances the Council had given in that regard. SCCDC responded
to that letter on 15 July. In light of that, Ministers also wrote to the
Council on 20 July to give it an opportunity to comment on SCCDC's
letter of 15 July. The Council did so in its letter of 1 August and has
reiterated that at no point has it provided any assurances to SCCDC
that it would support a community acquisition. It has also provided full
copies of the minutes of South Cowal Community Council meetings
during 2010 and 2011. Having considered all of the evidence,
Ministers are not satisfied that this demonstrates that there were good
reasons for the late application specifically on the basis that the
Council provided assurances to SCCDC and that SCCDC relied on
those assurances, as regards the Council' s support for the
community's acquisition of the land.

• SCCDC's application appears to be reactive to the proposed sale of
the Castle Toward Estate when residents in the community expressed
concern at the future of Castle Toward in December 2009. SCCDC's
application does not provide sufficient evidence of forward planning of
the community in taking steps and demonstrating a serious intention to
secure the Estate. Indeed, such steps as were taken were only taken
when there was concern about the future of the estate, and in



particular, at the continued operation of Actual Reality's activities at its
residential school (noted in connection with the public meeting of
January 2010). Ministers have previously stated that being reactive to
a proposed sale of land for specific purposes is not a "good" reason for
submitting a "late" application.

• While there is some evidence that the community, through SCDCC,
showed some intent towards community purchase of the Estate (for
example in analysing the Business Books of Actual Reality, holding
public meetings, and taking steps to assess the level of public support),
it did not show serious intent to submit a timeous application or register
a community interest in land prior to the land coming on the market.
SCCDC provides no evidence of the steps it had taken towards
submitting a timeous application prior to having knowledge of the
landowner's wish to dispose of the land. The minutes of the South
Cowal Community Council on 13 January and 10 March provide
evidence of the Council's intention to sell the land. SCCDC was also
not incorporated at Companies House until 5 November 2010, some 10
months after community ownership was first discussed by South Cowal
Community Council as well as some 5 months after the land was
formally marketed on 2 June 2010 and also more than a week after the
closing date of 29 October 2010 for the receipt of offers. The
application was received on 20 January 2011 almost 3 months after the
closing date for formal offers to the Argyll and Bute Council's marketing
exercise.

• SCCDC's letter of 15 July also notes that in terms of working up its
business model, "there could be no real progress between 30th
January until after 1st March when Actual Reality was permitted by the
Council to continue operations." The negotiations between Actual
Reality and the Council appeared to the community council to have
given "time for the Community Council to take its own pace to assess
all the possible options". We do not consider that this is an appropriate
reason for an application being late, as detailed proposals which show
that the use of the land are compatible with furthering the achievement
of sustainable development are required at the right to buy stage and
not when a community is seeking to register a community interest in
land. At the registration stage, such plans are indicative of the
community body's plans for the sustainable development of the land.

• Ministers are aware from the website "Argyll and Bute Council Acts on
Castle Toward" (http://www.castletoward.com/) that Argyll and Bute
Council had been trying to sell the property since 1996. The Council
had openly informed the community, through South Cowal Community
Company, in December 2009, and at a public meeting in January 2010
that it intended to advertise it for sale on the open market. Argyll and
Bute Council notes that at the meeting of 13 January that the property
was "definitely to be sold". The Community Council meeting of 14April
2010 also noted that there was already interest in purchasing the
property. Ministers believe that in the circumstances, there was.

http://www.castletoward.com/


nothing to stop the community forming a community body and
registering a community interest in land prior to the land being formally
marketed for sale on 2 June 2010. Ministers consider that it would
have been reasonably possible for a timeous application to have been
submitted before the land went on the market. SCCDC provides no
evidence as to why its application was made in exceptional
circumstances, especially as the community was given forewarning
that the land was to be put on the market. SCCDC's evidence focuses
on the fact that the community was misled by the Council which had
indicated its support of a community acquisition, a fact that as already
indicated, is not supported by the evidence.

• Ministers consider that a "late" application should show "serious" intent
in submitting a "late" application. SCCC has not demonstrated that its
"late" application to register an interest shows forethoughts, planning
and serious intent. In particular, Ministers are aware that the
community did not submit a formal offer to the Council's marketing
exercise, which took place between June and October 2010. There is
nothing to stop SCCC or SCDCC from taking such action. Such action
would have demonstrated a "serious" attempt towards securing
ownership of the Estate.

• SCCDC indicated that the SCCC was not aware that it could submit a
"late" application and consequently concluded that there was no
possibility that an application could proceed. Ministers do not consider
that this is an appropriate reason for an application being submitted
late, given that the community right to buy provisions are already well-
known and have been used (and on an ongoing basis) by a number of
groups in the Argyll & Bute Council area, some of whom have
discussed their experiences of using the community right to buy
legislation with SCCC. There was nothing to stop SCCC from
contacting Community Assets Branch at an early date to clarify points
on the legislation.

• The land has now been on the market for over a year. We are aware
that there is currently a negative impact on the seller who was at "an
extremely advanced stage in its proposed sale of the property when it
responded to Scottish Ministers on 10 February 2011, and also on the
live land market. Should the community interest be approved, it would
affect a sale of the property which would be in the sellers' interests. It
could, of course, be argued that SCCDC had an opportunity to submit
an application to Argyll and Bute Council's marketing exercise between
June and October 2010, outwith the Act, but that section 39 of the Act
provides community bodies with an opportunity to secure a registered
interest in order to purchase land if there is good reason that the
application was not submitted timeously. The test in the Act is for
Ministers to be satisfied that there is good reason and, having noted all
the reasons given and the timeline of events in this case, and after
considering all the information received regarding this case, it is our
view that there are not "good reasons" to support a late application.



Section 39(3)(a) of the Act provides community bodies with an
opportunity to secure a registered interest in order to purchase land if
there are "good reasons" why the application was not submitted
timeously. After considering all the information received regarding this
case, it is our view that, on that basis, there are not "good reasons" to
support a late application. That being the case, there is no basis for
deciding that a community interest should be entered in the Register.

• In any event, having regard in particular to the adverse impact on the
live land market, Ministers are not satisfied that the circumstances
concerning this application are strongly indicative of the application at
this stage being in the public interest as required by section 39(3)(c) of
the Act.

NOTES

As a result of the decision by the Scottish Ministers not to enter your
community body's application in the Register of Community Interests in Land,
the temporary prohibition placed on the landowner will be removed from the
date of the covering letter to this Notice. A refusal to register an interest at this
time does not prevent your community body from re-applying to register an
interest at any time in the future.

A community body or an owner of land may, by virtue of section 61(1) or (2) of
the Act, appeal by summary application to the sheriff against a decision by
Scottish Ministers to register or refuse to registerlre-register an interest in
land.

A person who is a member of the community, as defined in section 34(5) of
the Act, or who has an interest in the land giving rise to a right which is legally
enforceable by that person may, by virtue of section 61(3) of the Act, appeal
by summary application to the sheriff against a decision to register/re-register
an interest in land.
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